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Snowflake’s (23%) Free Cash Flow Margin Worse
Than It Looks

Up nearly 200% since its IPO, SNOW shares down 3% following this
alert.
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before.
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, are powerful
indicators of future performance. Companies that change filing language and structure
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year.

Snowflake’s Cash Flow Margin Inflated
In its first quarterly earnings report as a public company, Snowflake reports an adjusted free
cash flow margin of (23%). But Snowflake’s preferred cash flow metric overstates free cash
flows available to investors.

Like many, Snowflake adds back stock-based compensation (SBC) to operating cash flows.
We’re not alone in arguing Wall Street should stop adding back SBC as it takes from
shareholders to pay employees— but that’s a debate for a different time.

To arrive at its adjusted free cash flow metric, Snowflake adds back more than $120 million in
SBC. It also adds back $812,000 in cash paid on employer payroll tax-related items on
employee stock transactions. If we disallow the payroll tax add back, Snowflake reports a (24%)
free cash flow margin— one percent worse than the number it’d prefer you focus on.
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If we take a more aggressive treatment— not allowing Snowflake to add back SBC or related
tax items to operations— the result is a free cash flow burn of ($158.3 million) and a margin of
(99%).

We’re not debating Snowflake’s best-in-class offering or the appeal of its consumption based
model. But at nearly 150 times sales, investors are seemingly willing to wait years for Snowflake
to generate cash no matter how it's accounted for.
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